
Innovative Incorporation of SOW into a Managed Service 
Program Improves Client Control and Supplier Compliance
 
Statement of Work (SOW) projects offer crucial operational flexibility for 
completing initiatives that fall outside an organization’s core strengths 
or resource bandwidth, but the deliverables-based nature of SOW 
contracts may make them more difficult to monitor or manage. The 
management challenge is compounded for companies that haven’t 
established a streamlined best-practice approach for SOW, making it 
common for projects to be single-sourced to known vendors and for 
contracts to be written by the vendors themselves. These were the 
circumstances facing Volt’s client, a global aerospace and defense 
systems specialist.

Volt was awarded the Managed Services Provider (MSP) program for 
the client in 2004, and in the first two years of employment brought 
tremendous improvements to the efficiency and visibility of the client’s 
traditional staffing program. Based on that success, the client asked 
Volt to address similar issues with their existing SOW process. Standard 
business procedures were not being applied to all types of SOW 
vendor engagements, and Procurement often had limited control of the 
process. Additionally, more than 80% of all SOW projects were  
single-source offers, and because most of the contracts were written by 
the vendors, there were pricing inconsistencies across similar projects, 
little room for rate negotiation, and weak program compliance.

As happens at many companies, several of the client’s traditional staffing 
suppliers were converting contingent contracts to SOW contracts, 
causing the client to pay more for the same services while potentially 
exposing them to worker classification issues. Because the client had  
no clearly-defined bidding process and had limited visibility to the SOW 
process, suppliers that had deep familiarity with the client’s products, 
including companies that had hired specialists who had formerly worked 
for the client, had an advantage in winning SOW contracts.  

Innovation from the Outset

At that time, SOW was not included in the scope of most MSP 
providers and the client was not managing SOW with their MSP. Volt 
collaborated closely with the client to develop new processes that 
enabled end-to-end management of SOW through the MSP from 
project initiation to close including consolidated invoicing and overall 
scope management. Because this was a significant culture change 
for both the client’s internal teams and their suppliers, Volt developed 
customized communication plans with all stakeholders during the 
change management process and post-implementation to establish 
new protocols and address any concerns:  

Procurement: This group was the driving force for getting SOW under 
the MSP umbrella and served as our primary client within the company. 
We worked with key contacts on the team to provide complete visibility 
of the whole project lifecycle as well as detailed, customized reporting 
that delivered relevant real-time data about project status, ongoing 
costs, supplier performance, and more. In addition, Volt worked 
with Procurement to create standard SOW templates that ensured 
compliance with their sourcing strategy and guidelines while clearly 
defining measurable deliverable milestones that can be tracked and 
audited in the client’s vendor management system (VMS).

STATEMENT OF WORK case study

Client

  Global Aerospace Manufacturer

Challenge

   85% of SOW projects single-sourced to  
favored vendors

   Pricing inconsistencies across similar projects  
due to vendors writing the contracts 

   Excessive rate hikes as contingent employees  
were converted to SOW projects 

Solution

   Improved visibility through customized reporting  
to deliver real-time data about project status,  
costs, performance

   Collaborated with client to create contract 
templates to ensure compliance with  
business processes 

   Consolidation of vendor invoices to reduce 
administrative burden on internal team 

Results

   85% of projects now competitively bid, 15% awarded 
to niche suppliers with proven delivery history 

   Improved supplier compliance to client’s business 
rules through improved contract templates 

   Increased activity with top suppliers through 
strategic contract bundling

   Accelerated vendor payment time up to 50% 
through consolidated invoicing 



STATEMENT OF WORK

Engineering: Ongoing engagement with resource managers, development managers, and project managers within the Engineering 
organization enabled the Volt team to provide input and expertise on whether SOW is the best method of achieving the objective and which 
supplier offers the most effective service delivered with the best processes. The MSP team provided training for managers based on a 
standardized SOW template so that they could generate and modify contracts to include custom features while maintaining compliance 
with the client’s internal business processes and MSP guidelines.  

HR & Security: Because of the client’s work on sensitive and classified projects, the MSP team works with these groups to ensure all SOW 
vendors are addressing appropriate employee eligibility, background checks, non-US persons investigations, and export controls as well as 
employee badge access processing.

Accounts Payable: While Volt’s efficient consolidation of all supplier invoices provides tremendous reduction of time and energy by internal teams, 
The MSP works closely with these teams to coordinate supplier performance documentation and mediate invoicing and payment issues.

Suppliers: Shifting SOW under the MSP was a significant change for the client’s vendors, so the Volt team worked with all SOW vendors 
to implement the new processes and train them to meet the new expectations. While some suppliers were resistant to the change, Volt 
presented a clear business case for how the changes could also generate opportunities for high-performing partners.

Building on a Solid Foundation

As legacy SOW contracts were completed and new projects were incorporated into the MSP from project initiation through final billing, Volt 
was able to provide detailed reporting about supplier performance including quality of product/services, consistency of delivery, meeting 
of milestones, cost overruns, contract adjustments, and other crucial data that enabled the client to make informed decisions about future 
contracts. The MSP team was also able to advise on supplier optimization, making sure the client had the appropriate number of qualified 
and approved suppliers for all SOW project types. 

The team continues to collaborate with all stakeholders to improve the SOW process. While 85% of the client’s SOW contracts were single-
sourced at the beginning of the engagement, 85% are now competitively bid, with the remaining 15% awarded to niche suppliers with a 
proven track record of delivery for the client. In addition, Volt has helped the client bundle smaller SOW projects into larger, interrelated 
contracts to further improve visibility while reducing administrative workload. The bundling has enabled the client’s top-performing suppliers 
to increase their business with the client while consolidated invoicing through the MSP has accelerated payment speed up to 50%. 

Consistent Client Satisfaction

While some MSPs offer little more than administrative processing of SOW projects, Volt’s consultative expertise and collaborative 
partnership provides strategic value for the client. By managing and monitoring SOW projects through the MSP – expected to total nearly 
$100M in 2014 – the client has gained complete visibility of their SOW sourcing and pricing as well as project and supplier performance. 
Improved SOW templates have increased supplier compliance with the client’s internal business rules, consolidated invoicing has reduced 
the administrative work for their internal team, and all of Volt’s processes conform to the client’s rigorous quality management program.

The client’s quarterly business reviews, conducted to measure the program’s success in containing costs, ensuring quality, managing 
delivery, and providing internal customer satisfaction, consistently commend Volt for exceeding satisfactory levels in SOW management.  
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